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The Manual is the ultimate and only guide to getting girls and to understand women once and for all.

This is why guys that read it don't read or recommend anything else. Because the few men who "get

it" spend the rest of their lives enjoying sexy girls in abundance â€“ and so can you. You can learn to

get ANY girl you want, the same way that all men who are naturally good with women have. The

only difference is that you may learn it much FASTER, instead of wasting tons of time and money

on fruitless dates or a new car/haircut/shirt that you BELIEVE will make you more attractive â€“ but

really doesn't. You see; men LACK success with women because they either don't understand what

women are attracted to, or because they THINK that they do know, but have the wrong ideas and

hence waste a lot of time - sometimes their entire life - chasing things they don't need. You know

you have to get this book if you believe women want men with money, cars, or anything else that is

manmade, because that doesn't make any sense. If women really were attracted to something

unnatural, how did men meet women before any of those things were invented? The approach you'll

learn in The Manual is very different from conventional dating and the advice you find in the

mainstream media because it focuses on natural attraction â€“ on what women REALLY want â€“ not

what they CLAIM they want or what males in general BELIEVE women want. It incorporate

menâ€™s and womenâ€™s socialization and explains phenomenas such as why men think women

are attracted to things such as money (yet money is a man-made invention that has not even

EXISTED very long) and why women â€œplay hard to getâ€• (a well-known phrase which amusingly

reveals that women ARE easy but only pretend not to be). This is why the beginning of the book

addresses your basic beliefs and mindset, because if you learn to THINK correctly, you will

automatically behave correctly around women. Even if they are so stunning they normally take your

breath away, your mind goes blank, and you run out of words. You already have what it takes to

seduce women. Like, if you never run out of words around your close friends or family, you should

be able to talk to a hot girl without making a fool out of yourself. The reason you seem to be a

different person in such situations is because you ARE â€“ you are NOT being yourself! You act

differently because you were socialized to sabotage yourself. The Manual teaches you how to

unlock your true potential and to bring out the real you â€“ not change you into someone you are not.

The method presented to get girls works on all women, no matter what language they speak, how

young they are, or what type of relationship you might be looking for. It's universal because it's

based on natural attraction, what all women are hardwired to respond to, and attraction is an

emotion, not a decision. You can use it to get a sexy girlfriend, one night stands or even long-term

relationships. You can use it to find true love, a soul mate, or just casual sex without commitment.



And one of its best benefits is that it will make women want to be with you and appreciate you. The

girls you get will REMAIN attractive even after you have formed a sexual relationship with them,

because they are so happy to be with you. While most other guys who do get (average) girls, often

find themselves with an average female who becomes even less attractive over time as she stops

taking care of herself completely. All other dating books simply repeat conventional wisdom that

doesn't work very well in reality, and even the best ones are about ACTING like an attractive man,

not on how to BECOME one. But the problem is if you go around acting like someone besides

yourself, even if you do start getting girls, it's not really YOU who are getting them. The Manual will

show you how to get laid like a rock star, without being one, and without pretending to be one either.
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The Good: For SeductionI will first express the positive aspects of this book, read below to find out

my criticisms and the danger of following these rules. Let me first start of by saying that this book

does provide tons of useful information to understand the dating world, females, and males; and

how they all interact together. It begins with the philosophy and biology of males and females, which

adequately explains a lot of the perceptions that people hold about what "attracts" someone to

another person. This is all good information. It then explains the three "traits" that women find

attractive in men:1) Confidence: confidence is the "appearance" of being confident and decisive.

The author explains that you do not need to actually "be" confident, but you must appear so through

your outward appearance (movements, speech, actions, etc.) Since a woman is unable to actually

read your mind, you are able to express exactly the appearance you want if you aware of your



actions.2) Responsibility: responsibility includes being a leader, dominant, and essentially doing

what you, the man, wants to do. This borders somewhat on concepts of confidence.3) Charm:

charm is the ability to make others, in particular women, feel good about themselves and

comfortable around you. This is done through the way you talk to them, your body language, and

the topics of discussion.Now the author explains that each of these skills will assist in building

attraction in a woman. I do not disagree. Matter of fact, I intentionally adopted (over a few weeks of

practice) these traits and before I knew it, I had an attractive girl chasing after "me" and begging to

date me. My past history: I have never dated anyone seriously, and was afraid of interacting with

girls.

Those who have seen the movie 'The Tourist' starring Johnny Depp and Angelina Jolie, probably

remember the train scene where the two meet for the first time.Depp plays a seemingly very

apologetic man (Frank) and Jolie a very attractive and elegant woman (Elise) and she has her

reasons to make contact with Frank. She spots him as she walks through the railcar, sits down right

across him and looks him straight in his eyes as he quickly closes his book and stops

smokingFrank: I'm sorryElise: What for?An awkward silence follows and Frank laughs

uncomfortablyFrank: Mind me smoking? It's not a real sigarette blablabla (explanatory

nonsense)Elise: That's somewhat disappointingFrank: Would you rather have me smoking for

real?Elise: I would rather you'd be a man who did exactly as he pleased...... I'm EliseFrank: I'm

Frank(the conversation continues until Elise suggests somethingElise: Ask me to dinner frankFrank:

What? .... Okay...Would you like to have dinner?Elise: Women don't like questions.Frank: Join me

for dinnerElise: Too demandingFrank: Join me for dinner?Elise: Another questionFrank: ....I'm

having dinner, if you'd care to join meElise smiles and acceptsEven though most hollywood movies

dramatically misrepresent what women want in men, this scene brilliantly paints what women truly

desire in men. And reading this book directly reminded me of this scene. If you want to become the

type of man that Jolie describes in this scene, than this book will show you how to become that

exact man. No gimmicks, no tricks, no scripts, no bs, only what's truly necessary to understand.

What women want is not that complicated, you just have to be presented the right information.
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